Case Study:

Mid-State Machine
& Fabricating Corporation

“We needed to be able to bill on a more timely basis, like the
industrial services company that we are.”
- Tom Hodge, Chief Financial Officer

WHO THEY SERVE

Plant maintenance and custom
fabrications for industrial markets.

LOCATION

SPECIALTIES

• Machining
• Fabrication
• General Mechanical
• Pump Remanufacture

• Transportation
• Civil Services
• Field Services

Lakeland, FL

SYNOPSIS
Mid-State Machine & Fabricating Corporation needed a more powerful system built
for their unique needs to fuel continued growth. With the full PENTA suite, they’re
currently utilizing Financials, Role-Based Workbenches, Hosting and Managed
Services.

“

Our previous solution and several other systems we looked at were
focused on manufacturing. They really weren’t suited for a company
focused on industrial plant maintenance and service. We conducted a
thorough selection process, with a list of priorities. PENTA just checked
the boxes better.

”

- Tom Hodge
Penta Technologies | www.penta.com | 250 S. Executive Drive. Suite 201 Brookfield, WI 53005 (P) 282.782.7700

THE CHALLENGE

Mid-State wanted to improve their technology environment on a number of fronts
but a few areas were considered top priorities.

Work-in-Process Billing (WIP)

“We’re not the kind of organization that makes the same parts over and over.
Instead of billing on a finished-goods basis like a manufacturer, we needed to be
able to bill on a more timely basis, like the industrial services company that we are.”

Real-Time Reporting

“Access to a single source of information we could have confidence in was important for both Financial and Management Reporting.”

Hosting & Managed Services

Custom fabrication and industrial plant services are Mid-State’s specialties; not
software. They saw value in having PENTA Technologies assist their operations team
by hosting PENTA and managing the supporting infrastructure. “We didn’t want our
people to develop expertise with updating and tuning the performance of the
software. Our thought process was: No one knows the system better than the
people who work with it every day. We have other areas we want our people to
concentrate on.”

Partnership Approach

“Every software company that walked through our door made promises about
building long-term partnerships,” said Hodge. “It wasn’t until later in the process
that we saw PENTA’s partnership approach demonstrated first-hand. Then, during
the training and implementation phase, it became even more apparent this wasn’t
lip service: their people have clearly implemented enterprise construction accounting software on a repeated basis for companies like ours. They’re serious about
helping us set up the software for the success of our organization.”
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